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Cisgenic plants are similar to traditionally
bred plants
International regulations for genetically modified organisms should be altered to exempt cisgenesis

Henk J. Schouten, Frans A. Krens & Evert Jacobsen

The testing and release of genetically
modified organisms (GMOs)—in parti-
cular GM plants—is tightly regulated

internationally to prevent any negative
effects on the environment or human health.
However, these regulations are based on
transgenic organisms and do not discrim-
inate between transgenic plants and cisgenic
plants, although we believe that they are fun-
damentally different (see sidebar). Now, cis-
genic plants fall under regulations designed
for transgenic organisms, possibly because
there have not yet been any applications for
the approval of the deliberate release of 
cisgenic plants into the environment.

Although transgenesis and cisgenesis
both use the same genetic modification tech-
niques—namely the introduction of one or
more genes and their promoters into a
plant—cisgenesis involves only genes from
the plant itself or from a close relative, and
these genes could also be transferred by tra-
ditional breeding techniques. If the current
international GMO regulations, which are
mainly based on the process of transferring
transgenes, continue to fail to differentiate
between cisgenic and transgenic plants, the
use of cisgenesis could be seriously hin-
dered. Only Canada now has a product-
based rather than a process-based regulation

system, and therefore has the legal possibility
to control cisgenic plants less strictly than
transgenic plants. Any restrictions on cisgen-
esis could block or delay further research on
improving crop varieties, particularly as an
increasing number of functional genes from
crops and their crossable wild relatives are
being isolated and are becoming amenable
to cisgenesis. We argue that cisgenic plants
are fundamentally different from transgenic
plants, and should therefore be treated dif-
ferently under GMO regulations.

In the case of transgenesis, the transferred
gene usually derives from an alien species
that is neither the recipient species nor a

close, sexually compatible relative. In other
words, transgenesis can extend the gene
pool of the recipient species. Such a novel
gene might provide the target plant with a
new trait that neither occurs in the recipient
species in nature nor can be introduced
through traditional breeding. This novel trait
might affect the fitness of the recipient
species in various ways; a change in fitness
can then spread through gene flow between
a GM crop and its wild relatives (den Nijs 
et al, 2004), potentially creating shifts in nat-
ural vegetation. Consequently, lawmakers
and regulatory authorities have paid much
attention to the safety of deliberate releases
of transgenic crops into the environment
and have put in place biosafety frameworks
to control this risk.

In the case of a cisgenic plant, the gene of
interest, together with its promoter, has been
present in the species or in a sexually com-
patible relative for centuries. Therefore cis-
genesis does not alter the gene pool of the
recipient species and provides no additional

traits. No changes in fitness occur that would
not happen through either traditional breed-
ing or natural gene flow. Similarly, cisgenesis
carries no risks—such as effects on non-
target organisms or soil ecosystems, toxicity
or a possible allergy risk for GM food or
feed—other than those that are also incurred
by traditional breeding. This is the funda-
mental difference between cisgenesis and
transgenesis. Consequently, the deliberate
release and market introduction of cisgenic
plants is as safe as the release and market
introduction of traditionally bred plants. On
the issue of safety, regulators could treat cis-
genic plants the same as conventionally bred
plants (Schouten et al, 2006).

Indeed, cisgenesis has great potential to
overcome a major bottleneck in traditional
breeding. During introgression breeding, a
wild plant with an interesting trait is crossed
with a high-quality genotype, such as a culti-
var. The wild plant, however,  passes on not
only its genes of interest to the progeny, but
also other, sometimes deleterious, genes. This
so-called linkage drag can slow down the
breeding process tremendously, especially if
the gene of interest is genetically tightly
linked to one or more deleterious genes. To
reduce linkage drag, plant breeders usually
need successive generations of recurrent
backcrossing with the cultivated plant and
simultaneous selection for the trait to gener-
ate a genotype in which the gene of interest is
no longer linked to any undesired genes. By
contrast, cisgenesis isolates only the gene of
interest from the donor plant, which is then
inserted into the recipient in one step. As no
other genes are transferred, this method
avoids linkage drag. This can enhance the
breeding speed, particularly if several genes

If the current international
GMO regulations … continue
to fail to differentiate between
cisgenic and transgenic plants,
the use of cisgenesis could be
seriously hindered
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from different relatives must be combined
into an elite variety, for example to obtain
durable multigenic resistance. This is the
main advantage of cisgenesis compared with
traditional introgression breeding.

Cisgenesis is a particularly efficient
method for cross-fertilizing heterozygous
plants that propagate vegetatively, such as
potato, apple and banana. It can directly
improve an existing variety without disturbing
the genetic make-up of the plant. Traditional
introgression breeding of cross-fertilizing
plants does not allow the introduction of
genes from wild germplasm without mixing
up the combination of alleles in the existing
heterozygous elite recipient genotype.

One example is the introduction of the
apple scab resistance gene Vf from a wild
into a cultivated apple, which began as early
as the 1950s (Hough et al, 1953; Schmidt &
van de Weg, 2005). Despite more than 50
years of traditional breeding programmes,
the new apple varieties carrying this gene
have yet to acquire the same fruit quality in
terms of taste and texture as the susceptible
top varieties, because of linkage drag. As the
Vf gene has recently been cloned (Belfanti et
al, 2004), its transfer into elite varieties using
cisgenesis could lead to better results in a
considerably shorter time.

Similarly, breeding programmes aimed at
rendering potatoes with durable resistance
to the potato-late-blight-causing oomycete
Phytophthora infestans require a series of
genes from resistant wild species such as
Solanum demissum and S. bulbocastanum.
Introgression breeding with the new donor
S. bulbocastanum began in the early 1970s,
but has had only limited success because of
linkage drag. In the meantime several natur-
al resistance genes have been isolated from
this donor and from S. demissum (Huang 
et al, 2005; van der Vossen et al, 2005),
which would enable breeders to use cisgen-
esis to render existing susceptible elite 
potato varieties resistant by stacking cloned
resistance genes.

The prerequisite for cisgenesis is the iso-
lation and characterization of genes of
interest from crossable relatives. The

rapidly increasing amount of DNA sequence
information for individual genes, multigene
families and whole plant genomes, com-
bined with our increasing knowledge of gene
functions, has enabled a directed search for
beneficial alleles among cultivated plants
and their wild relatives. In the past decade, a
large number of natural genes from crops and

their wild relatives have been isolated, many
of which code for important traits such as dis-
ease resistance and quality. Many of these
genes are now sufficiently characterized and
are ready to be transferred into elite crops.

However, whether this technique will
develop into a powerful new tool strongly
depends on several factors: how cisgenic
plants are treated by existing legal frame-
works (Bradford et al, 2005); consumer
acceptance of such products; whether these
plants and any products derived from them
must be labelled as GM; and intellectual
property rights on GM technologies and
genes. Although intellectual property and
consumer acceptance are largely beyond
the control of lawmakers and regulators, it
would be sensible to regulate cisgenic
plants differently to transgenic plants.

Self-evidently, cisgenic plants should still
be tested to confirm that they contain only the
intended modifications and no foreign genes,
such as a backbone gene from a plasmid. If
such a foreign gene is unintentionally intro-
duced, the plant is, by definition, transgenic.

With regard to the species’ gene
pool, cisgenesis is equivalent to
traditional breeding. However,

there are differences, as recombinant DNA
technology is certainly not the same as 
meiotic recombination. First, the donor
sequence is inserted into the genome at an 
a priori unknown position, which might
affect DNA methylation and other factors
that in turn can influence gene expression. A
biological counterargument is that translo-
cations and (de)methylations also occur in
nature. Lai et al (2005) showed that Helitron
transposons in maize capture a 5.9 kilobase-
long DNA fragment containing three genes
and move it to another part of the maize
genome. This is a natural process without
any human intervention. In addition, a regu-
latory counterargument is the fact that tradi-
tional breeding also causes translocations of
DNA fragments to previously unknown
positions (Lin et al, 1999; Li et al, 2005).
These might comprise large fragments, con-
taining hundreds of genes. The fact that 
the location of the inserted gene is random 
is not a fundamental difference between 
cisgenesis and traditional breeding.

Second, the insertion of a cisgene results
in a mutation at the insertion site. More-
over, rearrangements or translocations
might occur in the flanking regions
(Forsbach et al, 2003; Tax & Vernon, 2001).
These mutations might knock out genes,
open new reading frames and thereby
induce phenotypic effects. But natural

DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS 
IN RELATION TO PLANTS

Cisgenesis is the genetic modification of a
recipient plant with a natural gene from a
crossable—sexually compatible—plant. Such a
gene includes its introns and is flanked by its
native promoter and terminator in the normal-
sense orientation. Cisgenic plants can harbour
one or more cisgenes, but they do not contain
any transgenes.

Transgenesis is the genetic modification of a
recipient plant with one or more genes from
any non-plant organism, or from a donor plant
that is sexually incompatible with the recipient
plant. This includes gene sequences of any
origin in the anti-sense orientation, any
artificial combination of a coding sequence
and a regulatory sequence, such as a promoter
from another gene, or a synthetic gene.

Traditional breeding encompasses all plant
breeding methods that do not fall under
current GMO regulations. As the European
legal framework defines GMOs and specifies
various breeding techniques that are excluded
from the GMO regulations, we use this
framework as a starting point, particularly the
European Directive 2001/18/EC on the
deliberate release of GMOs into the
environment (European Parliament, 2001).
Excluded from this GMO Directive are long-
standing cross breeding, in vitro fertilization,
polyploidy induction, mutagenesis and fusion
of protoplasts from sexually compatible plants
(European Parliament, 2001).

Cisgenes

Transgenes

On the issue of safety,
regulators could treat 
cisgenic plants the same as
conventionally bred plants
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mutations and rearrangements in plant
genomes are common, especially in chro-
mosome regions where transposons are
active. Unintended genome reorganization
can also be induced by pathogen attack,
abiotic stress and interspecies hybridization
(Madlung & Comai, 2004). A regulatory
counterargument is that, in Europe, muta-
tion breeding is now exempt from the regu-
lations on the release of GMOs into the
environment (European Parliament, 2001).
Usually, mutagenesis is achieved either by
radiation or chemicals, both of which lead
to random mutations and translocations. In
general, mutagenesis causes larger changes
at the DNA level compared with the
changes that occur at the integration site of
a cisgene or transgene (Shirley et al, 1992;
Cecchini et al, 1998).

However, in the case of mutation breed-
ing, current regulations do not require
molecular characterization of all mutations
in a plant before market introduction, and
the nature and number of the mutations
introduced are usually unknown. In the
past 70 years, mutation breeding has led to
more than 2,250 plant varieties, derived
either as direct mutants or from their pro-
genies (Ahloowalia et al, 2004). Although
these mutation-derived plant varieties have

been produced and used for food, feed or
as ornamentals in more than 30 countries
for several decades (Ahloowalia et al,
2004), we are not aware of any indications
that the underlying mutations have caused
damage to the environment, or had adverse
effects on human or animal health (van
Harten, 1998). This is circumstantial evi-
dence that the phenotypic screening and
selection process—the rule in plant breed-
ing programmes—in combination with
other conventional selection procedures
before the introduction of new varieties
onto the market, have been sufficient to
reduce the risk of unknown mutations to an
acceptably low level. For the development
of cisgenic varieties, similar phenotypic
screening and selection will be the rule. We
can thus infer that cisgenesis and mutation
breeding do not differ fundamentally with
regard to unintended mutations.

Third, the donor sequence does not
replace an allelic sequence, but is added to
the recipient species’ genome. Owing to
the process of gene transfer, it is possible
that the new sequence is inserted several
times in one genome, which might affect
gene expression and, therefore, phenotype.
However, gene duplication is a common
natural occurrence, for instance in the case
of resistance genes or other multigene fami-
lies (Bergelson et al, 2001). In fact, dupli-
cation is an integral part of the evolution of
gene families. Furthermore, neither the
increase of the ploidy level—a genome-
wide DNA duplication that might affect the
expression of numerous genes—nor the use
of monosomic additions, are now consid-
ered in any GMO regulation (European

Parliament, 2001), but have been applied
for decades in plant breeding. The fact that
the transferred cisgene is added to the
recipient’s genome is not fundamentally
different from natural processes or traditional
breeding techniques.

Fourth, the cisgenic plant might contain
some small, non-coding sequences from
the vector such as T-DNA borders, which
are 25-base-pair imperfect repeats that
delimit the DNA segment transferred to
plant cells when using Agrobacterium-
mediated gene transfer. Other non-coding
sequences from the vector might be parts
of a multiple cloning site or remnants from
recombination sites that were used to
excise undesired DNA sequences, such as
a selection gene, after the DNA transfer
(Schaart et al, 2004). However, these short
DNA sequences are by nature non-coding
and are unlikely to have a phenotypic
effect. Moreover, some researchers have
identified several DNA sequences within
plants that are in essence identical to and
can be used to functionally replace short
vector sequences, such as T-DNA borders
(Rommens et al, 2004; Conner et al,
2006). Consequently, the gene transfer
process would introduce no alien DNA,
not even non-coding foreign DNA. How-
ever, we believe that this is merely a
semantic adaptation, rather than a means
of controlling risk.

By definition, cisgenesis is a form of
genetic modification, as it transfers a
gene and its promoter to a recipient

species. However, the product is clearly
different from transgenic plants, which are

To be added

Fig 1 | Annex 1 B of the GMO Directive 2001/18/EC (European Parliament, 2001). We propose adding the last sentence, to include cisgenesis.

Self-evidently, cisgenic plants
should still be tested to confirm
that they contain only the
intended modifications and no
foreign genes...
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derived by transferring ‘foreign’ or artificial
genes, or artificial combinations of genes
and promoters. Cisgenesis therefore respects
species barriers, and in this sense differs
fundamentally from transgenesis. We
argue that, for this reason, cisgenic plants
are similar to traditionally bred plants,
because the transferred genes come from
the same gene pool. Consequently, cis-
genic plants are as safe as traditionally
bred plants.

Although the European legislative
framework on GMOs regards mutagenesis
and the fusion of cells from sexually com-
patible plants as methods of genetic modi-
fication, the resulting GM plants are
excluded from that framework by the GMO
Directive (European Parliament, 2001).
Considering that the products of cisgenesis
are more similar to plants derived by muta-
genesis or traditional breeding methods,
cisgenesis should also be excluded from
GMO frameworks (Fig 1) and regulated in
the same way as traditional breeding. Given
the great potential that cisgenesis has to
speed up the breeding process in plants, in
particular to obtain durable multigenic
resistance, such a decision would greatly
enhance the economic and environmental
prospects of agriculture.
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transgenesis
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